MISSING PERSON

Jennifer Joyce Kesse

DOB: 05/20/1981
Age: 24(at incident)
Height: 5’7”
Weight: 130 lbs
Eyes: Green
Hair: Sandy blonde
Tattoo: Shamrock (left buttock)

On January 24, 2006, Jennifer Joyce Kesse was reported missing by family members, when her place of employment notified the family that she had not shown up for work that day. Kesse worked at Westgate Resorts in Ocoee, FL. Kesse has had no contact with family or friends since her disappearance in 2006, and her disappearance is considered suspicious.

Surveillance image to the right shows a person of interest in the disappearance of Kesse. The image shows the suspect walking away from Kesse’s 2004 Chevy Malibu after parking it at an apartment complex approximately one mile from Kesse’s condo.

Missing items: (1) verizon cell phone (sn – 039-02071456), (1) nextel cell phone (sn – 00080850757310), Kesse’s Florida driver’s license, ipod (sn – cnh5323g6j), Kesse’s keys, and purse.

Any agency with information is asked to contact Detective Joel Wright of the Orlando Police Department at 407-246-2918, or Crime Analyst Christine DePoyster of the FBI’s Violent Criminal Apprehension Program (ViCAP) Unit at 703-632-4170 or cdepoyst@leo.gov.
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